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The Krzysztol'skr-rbiszervsiti Foundation (warsaw. polanci) is pleased io '-/

announce the Ktzysztof Skubiszewski Scholarship and Research Grant
2019.

Krzysztof Skubiszewski was the first polish Minister of Foreign Affairs
to be appointed after Poland regained its independence in 19g9.

The scholarship holder will be given the opportunity to conduct
academic research in Poland during the 201912020 academic year
in collaboration with the university of warsaw or with another polish
university, in the field of law, political science or contemporary
history. The goal of the scholarship is to promote democracy, human
rights, the rule of law, and the respect of law in international relations.

The scholarship is open to candidates who hold a master's degree or
equivalent, and have successfully defended their doctorar thesis (or
have other significant academic achievements) or have accomplished
works of significant importance in the public interest, especially in the
area of promoting democracy and the rule of law.

The research grant is intended to finance a three-month or shofter
visit to Poland, that will have the same purpose and wil be organized.
in the same way as the research work in Poland financed by the
scholarship.

The applications must be received no later than 8 April 2019.

Attached to this message, you will find a poster briefly describing
the scholarship and the research grant, in three language versions.

Detailed information is available here:

In English: http ://www. skubi.r,ret/apply.

In Folish:

For further questions, please qontact: stlipendia@skubi.net,

Best regards,
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